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AEM  Designer 6.5
MCO 8025.1E
Howell CIV Steve E
11.0.0.20130303.1.892433
NSN
DODIC
Lot Number
Serial Number (if applicable)
Unit name (UIC, DODAAC)
Unit POC, contact phone number, e-mail
1. AMMUNITION DATA
3. UNIT DATA
4. LOCAL ACTION TAKEN
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Complete the applicable fields as accurately as possible.
2. E-mail to USMCAMMOMALFUNCTIONS@USMC.MIL, FLBK-MALF@NAVY.MIL, and copy your chain of command.
3. If possible, provide pictures with the e-mail.
Date and location of discovery
Circumstances of discovery
Condition of inner and outer packaging
2. DEFECT DESCRIPTION
Factory seal intact?
Explain all actions taken to identify the defect and safely store and / or transport the ammunition
Describe local action taken on defective ALN
Other information considered germane
Nomenclature
AMMUNITION DEFECT REPORT
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE: To gather information about ammunition defects.
Quantity Defective
Quantity Inspected 
Quantity On-hand
Quantity initially received
Date Received
7.  ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Use this section for any additional information
Activity from which ALN was received
Other information considered germane
5.  AVAILABLE INVENTORY
6.  HISTORICAL INVENTORY
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